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EDITORIAL.

W. W. STETSON,
State Superintendent

of Public Schools.

IT seems unfortunate in one respect that
the Normal graduation comes so early in the
summer, for many of the graduates, who
would naturally be among those most eager
to attend, cannot do so because of work in
cident to the close of the year in the schools
in which they are teaching.
Miss King of
'9 7, and Miss Bacon of '98, have made a joint
suggestion that is worthy of serious considera
tio·n, which is, that a general reunion be held
in Farmington dming "Old Home vVeek."
It would be of material assistance in deter
mining the feasibility of this scheme if the
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readers of THE NORMAL would write to the
Principal expressing their opinions- In case
a goodly number approved, he would gladly
take upon himself the task of ascertaining the
opinions of the entire graduate body, and if
the replies were of such a nature as to war
rant the expectation of a good attendance,
he will make all the necessary arrangements
for board, excursions and literary exercises.
It would seem that a reunion at such a time
and of such sort ought to bring together a
large number of the graduates.
The tinie of
year is eminently favorable. Those who have
been teaching will have recovered from the
fatigue· of the year's work, those who have
been in attendance at summer schools will
have finished their work, and those who, are
engaged in business wtll be ready for a vac_a
tion.
There are many reasons independent of
school associatio,ns why the graduates should
come back to Farmington for a vacation. It
has already become quite a favorite place m
which to spend a few quiet weeks, and were its
advantages as a summer resort better known it·
would soon attract a large number of visitors.
So far almost the only effort made has been
to advertise its fish and game.
But the
sporting class is ephemeral, and not for a
moment to be compared with the solid and
substantial class of people who want a place
where they may find beautiful scenery, and
can get good water, and good· air in abun
dance with pleasant social and religious sur
roundings. 'Fan~ington is pre-eminently that
sort of place. Delightful excursions that the
older graduates never dreamed of can be
planned for many days, and with the Normal
for a casino mornings and evenings, a week
would pass like a pleasant dream. The new
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railroad to Waterville will be completed next
summer, bringing several attra ctive places into
easy reach. A day each at Belgrade ponds,
Varnum's, Clear Water, Old Blue, and at
Rangeley, would satisfy the most tireless
pleasure-seeker.
We earnestly hope that
the suggestion that the Misses King and Bacon
have made will receive a favorable and ready
response from the graduates.
$

WE hope our readers will pardon us for the
delay in getting out this second number.
The vacation, when the copy should have
been prepared, was so crowded with unex
pected work that it was impossible to prepare
it, and the extra work entailed by the largely
increas ed attendance this winter has made
progress so slow that one cannot help being
reminded of Pope's characterization of "a
needless Alexandrine,"-" That, lik e a wound ed snake, drags its slow length along. "

We can promise, and trust our promises will
prove
"like Adonis' gard ens,
That one day bloomed, and fruitful were the next,"

that numbers three and four will follow close
ly after this number. In number three we
shall present pictures of Hon. J. W. Fair
banks, the local trustee of the Normal School,
Mr. W. G. Mallett, the entering class for this
term-winter
of 1901-2-and
of Leavitt In
stitute, Turner, Me.

·•
IN pursuance of the purpose
we announced
in the first number of THE NORMALto devote
considerable space to the educational history
of the State, we give in the present number
an" extended sketch of Hebron Academy.
For most of the facts regarding the early
history of that school we are indebted to an
admirable and exhaustive sketch prepared by
the Hon. Percival Bonn ey, Judge of the Su
perior Court in Portland.
The list of emi
nent men and women who obtained their
academi c training in that ancient and honor
able institution is a very long one, and ought
sometime to be published in ·full. It is un
fortunate, deplorably so, that the early records

~-
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of most educational institutions are so meager.
Fortunate is that school that has a faithful
chronicler, who shall be to all its deeds what
Boswell was to Johnson's words.
$

HEBRON ACADEMY.

THE first settlements in Hebron were made
in 1780 by colonists from Massa chusetts,
most of whom had served in the army of the
Revolution, and one of whom at least, Gideon
Cushman, was at the battle of Bunker Hill .
In 1801, "the establishment of an academy
was agitated, and two years later a building
was erected for such a school through the
efforts of Deacon William Barrows, whose zeal
in behalf of his favorite project would not
permit a delay until a charter could be
secured."
In January, I 804, at his own expense, Dea
con Barrows made a journey to Boston to
petition the General Court for a charter, and
a grant of land for an endowment.
The
charter was obtained at once-Feb . 10, 1804
-and a grant of r r ,500 acres of land in what
is now the town of Monson was given in 1807.
It speaks volumes for the character of the
early inhabitants of that hill-top town that its
academy was the tenth to be chartered in
the State, tho.;e ante-dating it being Hallo
well, Berwick, Fryeburg, Washington, Port
land, Lincoln, Gorham, Bluehill and Hamp
deti academies, all located in towns much
older and wealthier, and three of which w~re
not yet in operation.
It is worth while to preserve the names of
the first incorporn.tors : Rev. James Hooper ,
pastor of the Baptist church at Paris ; Ezekiel
Whitman, an attorney at New Gloucester,
who afterwards became Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Maine; Dr. Cyrus Hamlin
of Paris, the father of Hannibal Hamlin;
Samuel Parris of Hebron, the father of Gov
ernor Albion K. Parris; John Greenwoorl of
Hebron; Dr . Luther Cary of Turner, after
wards Judge of Court of Common Pleas,
State Senator and Representative in the Stat e
Legislature for many yea rs ; Dr. Jesse Rice
of Minot; Rev. John Tripp, the pastor at
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Hebron, and his deacon, William Barrows.
All who are co_nversant with the history of
Maine know that those men and their de
scendants have exerted a wide and beneficent
influence in the State.
On June 6, 1804, the corporators met for
organization and accepted the charter. John
Greenwood was elected president; Rev.John
Tripp, clerk, serving forty-three years, and
William Barrows, treasurer, holding t,hat office
nineteen years, and serving as trustee till his
death in 1837.
July 1, 1805, rules and regulations were
arlopted, and it was voted ( unanimously with~
out doubt), "that Deacon William Barrows
set up the school the first of September next
upon his own risk with the help of the interest
of the fund for one year if it be necessary."'
The "rules and regulations " are of much
more than passing interest. In these days
of advancing requirements for admission, and
examinations in a multiplicity of subjects, we
may be excused for envying our ancestors
when we learn that "candidates for admis
sion to Hebron Academy must be ten years
old at least, have practiced' joiner hand,' and
be able to read English correctly, and be of
a good moral character."
This examination
must also be conducted by the preceptor in
the presence of the standing committee.
Rule 8 presents a meager list of books
compared with our modern curricula meager, but who shall say that ours is in all
respects superior?
RULE
8.-The following books are to be used in the
course of education, viz., in the morning and evening be
fore prayers the Holy Bible; at other times the Beauties
of the Bible, Columbian Orator, Webster 's 3rd part,
Welch's Arithmetic, Morse's Geography, Murray's or
Alexander's English Grammar, and such Greek and Latin
authors as students are usually examined in to obtain ad
mission at the Universities.

The real purpose of education has not been
state<l any better by Horace Mann than
" Ezekiel Whitman and others" expressed it
in another rule which we will qu·ote entire:
RULE
12.
It shall particularly be the duty of the Pre
ceptor to endeavor to impress upon the minds of his pu
pils a sense of the being and attributes of God, and of His
superintending
and all-wise Providence, and of their
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constao't dependence upon and obligation to Him, and_
their duty at all times to love, serve and obey Him, and
to pray to Him . And to inculcate the doctrine of the
Christian religion regularly and at stated times at least as
often as once a week, And also instill into their minds
the whole circle of social duties, love, respect and obedi
ence to parents, esteem and respect to superiors, and po
liteness and condescension to all men.
And also the
beauty and excellency of truth, justice, honesty, fidelity
and every principle of morality, and the superior advan
tages 9f regulating and governing their conduct thereby.
And also to caution and warn them against the vices of
Sabbath breaking, profane swearing, lying, stealing, quar
reling, gaming, cruelty to the brute creation, and all man
ner of indecency and wickedness, whether in word or be
havior.

It is only within ten years that the State,
by requiring kindness to animals to be taught
in the public schools, has reached the ground
taken by Hebron Academy in 1805.
On Mon<lay, Sept. 2, 1805, the building
which had been erected in r803, and which,
with the land on which it was built, was
valued at $1400, was dedicated in the pres
ence of a "numerous audience. " The ser
mon was preached by Rev. John Tripp.
Zachariah Soule, a graduate of Brown in 1800
and a brilliant young lawyer of Paris, who two
years later moved to Farinington, delivered
the oration.
•
The school opened 911Sept. 3, 1 805, with
between sixty and seventy students of both
sexes in attendance.
William Barrows, Jr.,
a Senior in Dartmouth eollege, son of the
Deacon, and father of the distinguished jurist,
William Griswold Barrows, was the Preceptor.
His assistant was Bezaleel Cushman, a native
of the town and afterwards for many years
the Preceptor of Portland Academy.
In 1 819 the building was destroyed by fire,
and in 1820 another "of brick, two stories
h-igh, one room on each floor," was built,
which lasted until 1845, when because of
faulty construction and poor foundation it
was taken down and a new one built, using
the brick in the old one. "It was of brick,
2ox30, two stories in height with a tower and
belfry rising in front. On the first floor were
three rooms; two small ones, 8x12, and a
large ( ?) one for the assistant teacher. The
upper floor had but one room, which was oc-·
cupied by the Principal as a schoolroom,

z8
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and as a general assembly and lecture room
vant of Jamaica Plain, Mass., ancl said to be
for the students."
This served the school
the finest girls' dormitory in New England.
until 1891, when the -elegant new building, · It is steam heated, electric lighted, fire proof,
Sturtevant Hall, was completed and dedicated
in perfect sanitary con<lition, spacious and
elegant in all its appointments.
on June 23.
How inadeqnate those old buildings seem
The present board of instructors is com
to us now ! But in them was given the early
posed of William E . Sargent, A. M., Princi
training of some of the greatest men Maine
pal, Latin, Moral Science and English Liter 
has produced.
As an alumnus, himself an
ature; Clara P. Morrill, A. M. , Preceptress,
honored and distinguished judge, has said : English History,- Greek and· French; Edwin
'.' Hebron Academy <leserves to live.
It
C. Teague, A. B., Sciences and Ancient His
bears upon its rolls the names of distinguished
tory; .A. L. Laferriere, A. B., French, Mathe
men, who have rendered valuable service in matics and Sciences; Nellie L. Whitman,
all the walks of life, and of teachers who have
Mathematics and Book-keeping; Rev. A. R.
left their impress upon generations of stu · Crane, D. D., Biblical Literature; Josephine
dents. Let the roll be called ; Seba Smith,
H. Hodsdon, Elocution and History; Lavina
John B. Russworm, Henry Bond, Adam Wil S. Morgan, Assistant in Latin and English ;
son, Elijah Hamlin, John B. Brown, St. John
Carrie L. Chase, Music ; Harry M. Barrows,
Smith, Zenas Thompson, Zenas Caldwell,
Vocal Mus\c; Mrs. H.K. Stearns, Painting;
Merritt C. Caldwell, Henry B. S1nith, William
Charles E. Fogg, A. B., lt1structor in Gymna
sium; Ernest Rawley, Librarian .
Pitt Fessenden, Hannibal Hamlin, Thomas
Hebron Academy offers three courses of
Davee, George Knox, Stephen Dennen, John
College Preparatory, Classical a:nd
D. Long, Eugen.e Hale, George S. Merrill, S. study:
G. Hilborn, G. M. P. King, S. A. True, Seth
English.
The social side of Hebron school life is
M. Milliken, Franklin M. Drew, Ozias Whit
man, Silas H. Burnham, Ethan A. Chase, M. shown by the number and kind of school
V. B. Chase, J. Sampson Reed, Zenas P. organizations: Young Men's Christian Asso
ciation, Young Women's Christian Associa
Hanson,
Alanson C. Herrick, John P.
tion, Tyrocinic Adelphi Society, Bellevue
Swasey, Fred A. Allen, Edward L. Parris,
Debating Society, Alpha Literary Society,
f;[annah E. M. Allen, Dr. M. J. Bray, G. F.
Base-Ball Associatio11, Foot-Ball Association,
Tewksbury, Louise Humphrey Smith, Rose
McKenney Heywooo, Fred H. Eveleth, F. Tennis Association.
Prizes are given_ for highest rank in Gre~k
M. Whitman, John F. Moody, Oscar D. Al
len, M. W. Chase, J. 14lredElliott, E. E. Holt,
for each year, highest rank in Latin, highest
rank in Mathematics, and highest rank in all
Charles C. Hutchins, George A. Wilson,
Heriry M. Bearce, Pr~ntiss Cummings, H. S. studies. for excellence in declamation and
recitation, for excellence in extemporaneous
French, E. B. Hutchinson, J. K. Richardson,
Josiah H. Millett, and hosts of others who debate, and for excellence in composition in
have done and are doing the work o_f life the department of Biblical Literature.
nobly in every part of the land."
The school publicationThe Hebron
As it is rounding out its first century it has Semester- is a finely edited pllblication of
come into the "golden age" of its history.
from sixty to eighty pages, issued twice a
No other academy in the State has such a year as its name indicates, and gives a com
splendid equipment-a
large fund, nearly
plete picture of the life of the school.
$70,000, a well-equipped gymnasium, beautiful
The present principal has been at the
grounds, a fine school-house, and a superb
head of the school sixteen years, an:d during
· dormitory for girls, the Sturtevant Home, a that time it has grown steadily in numbers
gift of Hebron's good angel, Mrs. B. F. Sturtefrom an average in 1885-6 of 80 pupils for
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In 1900-01
the total number of different
pupils was 152, distribu_ted as follows: An
droscoggin County, 2, ; Aroostook, 1 ; Cum
berland, 13 ; Franklin, 3 ; Hancock, 7 ; Knox,
19;
Lincoln, 5 ; Oxford, 48; Penobscot, I ;
Sagadahoc, 2; Washington, r ; York, 9; from
other New England states, 13 ; other states,
3; from outside of the United States, 6.
All of which shows how widespread are its
reputation and the loyalty of its friends.
We have given a Icing list of distinguished
persons who laid at Hebron the foundations
of their usefulness.
It cannot be doubted
that those who have graduated in the last two
decades will act their parts as well. In the
last sixteen years 3 r 3 have been graduated,
and are engaged, according to the last
alumni report, in the following occupations :
Teaching, 4 7 ; in high sdJools and acade
mies as principals, 4; as assistants, 5 ; col
lege profe·ssors, 3 ; in common schools, 35.
Home-keepers, 40.
Occupations not given, IJ6.
Lawyers, 5 ; law students, ., , medical
students, 5 ; doctors, 5 ; clerks, 6; in busi
stu
ness, 12 ; clergymen, 3 ; theological
dents, 2 ; school superintendents, 2 ; college
students, 5 5 ; music students, 4; normal stu -
dents, 2.
One each in the following occupations :
Farmer, missionary, book-keeper, stenogra
pher, student of pharmacy, dental student.
All the women who are married are put
down as " home-keepers," which is probably
very nearly correct.
Of the 116 whose occupations are not given,
54 are men, and judging from the addresses
given probably fully two-thirds of them are
farmers.
Of the 62 women reported as at
home, doubtless the larger part are teachers
w_howere having a vacation when the list was
made up, and the remainder are assistant
home-keepers.
And one of the most pleas
ing features of all is that 253 out of the 313
are living in Maine, some of them no doubt
remaining only to complete their education
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in our colleges with the expectation of leav
ing the State thereafter.
But making all
due allowances, it seems as if it would be
difficult for ·any other school to duplicate
that record.
The usefulness of the school has fully kept
pace with its increase in numbers during these
sixteen years, and in material equipment its
progress has been wonderful, a very large
part of _which is clue we think to the energy
and hard work of the present principal. The
history of this sch_ool ought to be an inspira
tion to all who hear it, for the story that it
tells is that the humblest beginnings, if con
secrated to the goori of humanity, will surely
prosper.
It has ever been a light set upon
a hill.
It was the good fortune of the writer to
spend seven terms there as a teacher, mean
while preparing for college. They were seven
happy terms.
He will never forget that
stormy February day in 1872 when he ar-'
rived to begin bis work. It seemed the drear
iest place he had ever seen, and he wondered
what the town was good for. He learned
soon that it was cons~crated to high ideals.
If he, and Principal Moody to whom the
school owes a great debt for eight years of
earnest, efficient work, could have foreseen
the present broad campus, and electric
lighted and steam heated palaces that adorn
it, they would have built the fires ( with green
wood) that first term in the humble chapel
and the old Academy with mllch more pa
tience. The annoyances and limitations of
those days, that seemed so real, were after all
of little account compared with the splendid
opportunities
and the pleasure of being
associated with bright minds and eager
souls who have demonstrated their worth by
the noble work they are doing for the world
to-clay.
Long live Hebron ! As long as it shall
stand encircled by its rugged hills, and jewel
crowned by friendly stars, so long shall hearts
be stirred by memories of inspiration re
ceived and friendships formed within its walls
both old and new.
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KATHERINE E. ABBOTT.

To "welcome the coming" and to "speed
the parting guest" at the same moment, is
not the easiest thing in the world, especially if
both are one's friends and one is to take the
other's place. It serves, however, a useful
purpose in helping secure that" stable equilib
rium " of the emotions which psychologists
insist is of great importance since it soothes
the sorrow of parting on the one hand, and
on the other hand tones down the exuberance
of joy over a fortunate acquisition.
The school has met with rare good for
tune in secnririg the services of Miss Abbott
to fill the vacancy caused by Miss Skinner's
resignation as teacher of Drawing and Geome
try. She is a native of Fryeburg, a graduate
of Fryeburg Academy, class of 1888, and of
this school, class of 1892. She taught a year
in New Gloucester, two and one-half years
as assistant in the High School at Mechanic
Falls, and two years as teacher of a ninth
grade in Amherst, Mass.
Last June she graduated from the Boston
Normal Art School, and thus comes to ns
fitted by experience, by sympathy with the
school and its traditions, and by special train
ing, to do most efficient work.
.JC

NELLIE A. SKINNER.

WE are sure that every classmate and
. schoolmate of Miss Skinner, and every stu
dent who has ever been under her instruc
tion, will be glad t~ see the fine likeness
which we present in this number of THE NOR
MAL.
And we are equally sure that all who
are acquainted with the work she has done
here for the last eight years and . one term
will be sorry for the school that she has re
signed. The fact that she is soon to assume
new and higher duties, while a proper sub
ject for congratulation, will not wholly recon
cile us to our loss.
Miss Skinner entered the school August
25, 1885, and graduated from the regular
course June 16, r 88 7. Her work was re
markable for thoroughness and accuracy.
She never undertook a piece of work that
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she did not finish, and finish well. She was
particularly proficient in language, and it was
a proud evening for her friends when she
won the Webster's Unabridged Dictionary at
a spelling match at the North church, where
she spelled down the champion of the county,
a college student who had made a special
study of orthography, and bad never before
been beaten.
For five years she taught in the common
schools of our Stai:e with fine success, and
then came back an<l took the advanced
course, graduating June 15, 1893. Her
work was characterized by the same thorough
ness she had shown in the regular course,
with an added strength and breadth which
came from her five years of experience in
teaching, and was especially brilliant in
French and Latin.
Immediately upon graduation she was
elected a tea cher in the school, and for
more than eight years has given it most faith
ful and intelligent service. She has taught
Latin, Algebra, Reading, Geometry anrl
Drawing, having been especially successful
in the last two studies.
But she has been more than a teacher.
She has done a great deal for the social and
religious life of the village. She has con
tributed not a little to the interest and suc
cess of the Every Monday Club, and in the
church has been a faithful worker and a wi~e
counsellor. Upon the students of the school
she has left a lasting impress of honesty and
thoroughness, and will be gratefuliy remem
bered with deep affection. The community
where she is to make her future home is to
be' most hear~ily congratulated.
For several days Miss Skinner was kept in
a constant state of surprise as one after
:mother the classes sent her the following
gifts,-the C class presenting a beautiful clock,
the D and E classes a cut-glass fruit-dish, and
the F class an elegant quartered-oak rocker
upholstered in leather.

.::
Guard well thy thoughts
heard in Heaven.

our thoughts are
Young.

NELLIE A. SKINNER.
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A-WHEEL IN EUROPE.
II.-In

Edinburgh.

AFTER removing the mud of travel and pare
taking of a good Scotch supper at the Clarendon
Hotel, 1 felt the need of attending church, and
started out to find one, clad in my best bicycle
suit! Princes street, that had been so quiet in
the afternoon, was full of people, nearly all ap
parently going to church.
They were very
sociable and seemed made up of small parties of
friends. I felt sure I was the loneliest one there,
and in fact I do not recall that there was an
other walking all alone. But it was pleasant to
hear the quiet Scotch voices, and also to be
able to understand what was being said around
me. Six weeks on the continent and able to
understand but a little one hears will make one
appreciate his native tongue as never before.
In looking over the list of Sunday services be
fore leaving the hotel, I had noticed that a Prof.
Badenoch of Dunfermline, was to preach at one
of the churches, and I decided to go there be
cause I wished to inquire after our good Mr.
Elder, who for eight years was my pastor in
Farmington, and to whom I had written when
in London of my intended visit to Scotland.
After some difficulty I found St. Andrews Free
church, but the services had begun and I hardly
dared to venture in. There were no ushers in
the vestibule, and I felt sure they were not ex
pecting strangers in bicycle suits, but I slipped
in very quietly, into the audience room, and sat
down in "a seat way back.'.' The service was
very interesting, the sermon earnest, the organ
fine and the singing good. At the close I asked
an usher to introduce me to the minister.
The
good man received me somewhat hesitatingly I
thought, evidently noting that I hadn't on a
church-going garment, but the mention of Mr.
Eider's name was a passport to his immediate
interest and attention.
He tuld me that Mr.
Elder was preaching at Forres, in the northern
part of Scotland-two
hundred miles away, and
I then and there gave up all hope of seeing him,
and felt greatly disappointed.
Monday morning l was up a'nd out early to
see the city. A long ride on top of the tram
cars gave me a good general idea of Edinburgh
geography.
The dwellers in the '• Modern Athens," un.like
those of Ancient Athens, are neither " too su0
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perstitious,"
or '• too religious," as the new
version has it, nor do they spend their time
wholly in hearing or telling some new thing.
No, it is the old story of how fine a city they
live in. I doubt not it is the finest city in the
kingdom.
It is a city of bold and striking con
trasts,-smiling
plain and rugged cliffs, broad,
beautiful streets with stately granite buildings,
and narrow Janes hardly more lhan a stone's
throw away that seem to be burrowing in the
earth as if to hide the shame that wa,ntonly
sports along them, or the squalor and wretched
ness that cannot be hidden from eye or nostril.
Princes street is the most beautiful-fine
build
ings on one side, on the other the beautiful
gardens in what was once the old" Nor' Loch,"
and beyond, the frowning old castle crowning a
steep bluff. Becau _se of the fact that this famous
street has buildings on only one side, an "en
vious Glasca chiel" once described it as " no
but half a street."
A visit to Calton Hill, about twice the height
of Powder House Hill in Farmington, with sides
much more abrupt, took a large part of the fore
noon . The views of the city are superb, and
the buildings are of interest as efforts to imitate
the acropolis of ancient .Athens, especially the
National Monument erected to commemorate
the heroes of Waterloo, and in imitation of the
Parthenon.
To the north one can trace wind
ings of the Forth till lost in the Lomond
Hills, and in the northwest I was sure I could
dimly see the outlines of Ben Lomond and Ben
Ledi, which I hoped to see more nearly in two
days.
The Scott Monument is of modern Gothic,
200 feet high, richly ornamented.
Beneath the
four buttressed arches which support the tower
is a fine statue of the great novelist, and in
niches are busts and statues of many of the
creations of his fancy.
Before noon the rest of the party, which had
spent the Sunday at Melrose, arrived, and after
dinner we set forth to visit the castle, going
across the gardens and up the steep sides of the
cliff rather than across the Waverley Bridge and
up High street.
We enter the Castle grounds
by crossing a drawbridge over the _moat and
passing through a port cullis-gate, around by
the Argyl Battery, the Governor's House and
the Barracks to the summit.
Here we are on
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truly historic ground, 443 feet above sea-level,
the whole city at our feet and glorious views of
the sea and the Scottish Highlands.
Its history
is shrouded in obscurity, but it is known that
as early as the seventh century Edwin, a North
umbrian prince, from whom Edinburgh (Edwin's
burgh) derived its name, captured it from the
Picts and strengthened
the fortifications.
Of
course we visit the Crown room, which contains
the regalia of Scotland, and Queen Mary's .room,
where James VI. of Scotland and I. of England
was born, and from the window of which she
could see the field where the body of Darnley
was found after his murder.
Close by this room
is St. Margaret's chapel, named after Margaret,
the Saxon princess, who became the wife of Mal
colm III.-Can
More, "of the big Head "-the
successor of Macbeth.
Her character was so
beautiful that she was canoni;ed by Innocent IV.
in 1251. This chapel is only 16,½ feet by 10,½
-the smallest in the world. There is much of
interest that there is not space to relate.
A
Highland regiment is stationed there, and we
were fortunate to be present at the time of guarcl
mounting, which was done with wonderful pre
cision.
From the castle we pass along down High
street and Cannongate to Holyrood palace.
These streets, once the abodes of the rich and
the nobility, now swarm with the poorest of the
poor. Such sad-looking childre~ I never saw.
We pass a house where Hume wrote part of
his History of England, another where Johnson
was entertained, and Baxter's Close, where Rob
ert Burns lodged, S\ Giles' Cathedral church,
where John Knox preached for many years.
It
is of great interest, as.it was the original parish
church of Edinburgh.
Its history can be traced
back to the early parl of the twelfth century, and
appears to !Jave superseded a church of a much
earlier elate. Its chief interest, however, lies in
the fact that it is identified with many stirring
events in Scottish history, particularly those of
the Reformation and of the Solemn League and
Covenant.
On the pavement at the northeast corner of
St. Giles' is the figure of a heart which marks
the site of the Old Tolbooth, or Heart of Mid
lothian, which was once the Parliament House
of Scotland and then for nearly two centuries
was a prison.
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Holyrood Abbey and Palace are attractive
mainly because within their walls have been
enacted many of the most thrilling and myste
rious acts in Scottish history.
The Abbey was
founded in the 12th century by David I. in
gratitude for his miraculous escape from an en
raged stag on the rocks near by, through the
sudden appearing of a cross. In this Abbey
Mary and Darnley were married, and Charles
I. was crowned King of Scotland.
~

MEMORY GEMS.
The habit of looking at the bright side of
things is worth more than a· thousand a ye,ar.
Samuel Jo/111so11.
Wondrous

is the strength

of cheerfulness.
Carlyle.

How much lies in laughter, the cipher kr.y,
wherewitl} we decipher the whole man!
Carlyle.
Liie is not so short but that
enough for courtesy.
One of the sublimest
plain truth.

there is time

Emerson.

things in the world is

B11lwer.

The riches of the commonwealth,
A re free, strong minds, and hearts of heailt h ;
And more to her than gold or grain,
The cunning hand and cultured brain.

Whittier.

He is worthy of honor who willeth the good
Cicero.
of every man.
There is no misfortune comparable to a youth
without a sense of nobility.
Better have been
born blind than not see the glory of life.
T. T. Munrer.
We are never more like God than when we
Calvin.
are doing good.
To develop in each individual
fection of which he is susceptible,
of education.

all the per
is the ouject

Kant.

There is no fountain so small but that heaven
may be imaged in its bosom.
Hawthorne ·.
Concentration

is the secret of strength.

Emerson.
Self-reverence, self-knowledge, sPlf-control,
These three alone lead life to sovereign power.

Tennyson.

Real glory springs from the silent conquest of
ourselves.
T/1omso11.
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NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

Nature Study and the Child; Scott; D. C.
Heath & Co . A book of618 pages, containing an
elaborate discussion of Nature Study, its scope,
aims, limitations and methods, with its relation
to other subjects, giving also a careful study of
the dandelion as a plant type, and of the rabbit as
an animal type. Nearly half the book is occu
pied by detailed outlines for a year's work in
the subject, for primary grades.
Particularly
helpful to the teacher who has had little special
preparation.

THE composition exercise has at different
periods been over-estimated
and under-e~ti
mated in value, yet it justly demands a ron
siderable share of the time devoted to lan
guage work. In order that the writing may
take logical shape, an outline of some sort must
be furnished.
This at first must be very com
plete, the child's work being little more than
transposition or the filling in of blanks . Later
it should grow less full and may finally be
thought out by the pupil himself, who by long
practice in correct arrangement
has gained
power to prepare one that is logical and clear in
order, and well-balanced.
If the exercise is to reach its fullest value,
oral discussion of the outline must precede the
writing, and the written paper must be care
fully corrected by the teacher, and afterwards
looked through and perhaps re-written by the
child, who will otherwise continue in the same
mistakes and so fail to grow as he might do
through the writing.
The following is an outline (taken from the
language book in .use in the Model Schools),
with an uncorrected
exercise prepared by a
child in the second week's work of the seventh
school year :

American Inventions and Inventors; Mowry;
Silver, Burdett & Co. Under the heads of Heat,
Light, Food, Clothing, Travel and Letters, this
book gives in story form an interesting history
of man's development in these directions.
The
volume furnishes much valuable information and
wou\'d be helpful either as a reader or as a
11:eneral reference book for teachers and pupils.
The chapters under the topic Heat, from which
the scope of the book may be judged, are as
follows:
Fire, Indian Homes, Colonial Homes,
Chimneys, Fuel, Coal, Matches.

,,._

Mother Nature's Children;
Gould; Ginn &
Co. In this book the author aims to trace" the
love and care and mutual dependence of living
things from human beings down to plants."
In
an imaginative setting of family life, many in
teresting
facts are furnished regarding
the
cradling and care of young, clothing, manner
of feeding and storing food, with other habits,
etc. The teacher of young children ought to
find the book helpful, especially in a general in
formation line.
Plans for Busy Work; Silver, Burdett & Co.
Edited by Sarah Louise Arnold, made up of
contributions
secured by members of Boston
Primary Teachers' Association -exercises
they
or their friends have found useful. This book
contains chapters on the purpose, kind, distri
It gives abun
bution and care of material.
dant exercise for Sense Training, Language,
Spelling, Reading, Phonics, Number Work and
Drawing.
A helpful feature is the stating of
the grades for which each kind of work is best
fitted.
The number and variety of exerci_ses
given would seem to cover all the needs of the
primary teacher in this direction.

FROM THE LIFE OF A MOLE.
(Related by Himself).

1. Strange fellow, tunneler, an enemy to
the light.
2. Is hunted, lonely life, shyness .
3. Body with respect to size, color, ears,
eyes, feet, fur, etc. 4. Dwelling-place, arrange
ment, run-ways.
5. Appetite, food. 6. De
fense against accusers, not a plant eater, has
teeth only for animal food, more useful than in
jurious to man. 7. Petition for protection.
The Mole.

I am a strange Ii ttle fellow that tunnels
through the ground.
As I live in the ground
where the rays of the light never come, I am
not used to the light, therefore I never come
out until dark.
Some curious people hunt me but I generally
hear them coming and run away. I live a
lonely life way down in the dark earth, but you
know I like the dark just · the same as you like
the light.
As those people hunt me _I have be
come rather shy, so please excuse me.
I am about five inches long, with kind of a
grayish brown fur. I have very tiny eyes and
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ears. I haven't much of any feet because they
are covered with sharp claws. When I want a
new home I dig a hole with my pointed nose
and_ then dig little roads going in different di
rections.
I will own that I have a large appetite and
eat nut~berles~ insects that would destroy the
plants if I didn't
eat th em. Some people
accuse me of eating plants, but my teeth are
those that can only eat meat. I am much more
11sefolthan injurious to man .
Now you have heard my story will you please
try and protect me?
I am a little - afraid that you might tell some
one where I live if I should tell you, so I guess
I hadn't better.
My name, for I have one, is
Rena E .. Fowler.
~

THE JOLLY OLD PEDAGOGUE.
a jolly old pedagogue, long ago,
:ra il and slender, and sallow and dry;
H'.s form was bent and his gait was slow,
H1s long thin hair was as white as snow
13nt a wonderful twinkle shone in his ~ye;
And he sang every night as he went to bed
"Let us be happy down here below ;
'
Th e living should live, though the dead be dead"
Sa id the jolly old pedagogue, long ago.
'
'TWAS

H e taught his scholars the rule of three,
Writing, and reading, and history too;
H e took the little ones np on his kne e,
For a kind old hear t in his breast had he,
And the wants of th e littl est child he knew:
-' Learn while you're young," he often said,
"Ther e's much to enj oy down here below;
Life for the living and rest for the dead !"
Said the jolly old pedagogue, Jong ago.
With th e stn pidest boys he was kind and cool,
Speaking only in g~ntlest tunes;
Th e rod was hardly known in his school,
\Vhipping to him, wa~ a barbarous rule,
A ncl too hard work for hi s poor old bones;
"Besides, it is painful," he sometimes said;
"We shonlcl mak e life pleasant clown here below
Th e living need charitv mor e than th e dead"
'
Said the jolly old ~dagogne, long ago. '
He lived in th e house by the hawthorn lan e,
With roses and woodbine over the door;
His rooms wer e quiet and nea t and plain,
But a spirit of comfort there heJd reign,
And made him forget he was old and poor;
" I need so litt Je," he often said ;
"A ncl my friends an d relativ es here below
Won't litigate over me when I am dead"
Said the jolly old pedagogue, long ag~.
13ut the pl easan test tim es, that he had, of all ,
Were the social hours he used to pas s,
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Wit!'. his chair tipped back to a neighbor 's wall,
Making an unceremonious call,
Over a pip e and a friendly glass:
This was the finest pleasur e, he said,
Of the many he tasted here below;
"Who has no cronies, had better be dead,"
Said the jolly old pedagogue, long ag o.
Th en the jolly old pedagog11e's wrinkled face
Melted all over in sunshiny smiles;
H e stirred his glass with an old-school grac e,
Chuckled and sipped, and prattled ap ace,
Till the house grew merry from cellar to tile s.
" I'm a pretty old man," he gently said;
"I have lingered a long while here below;
But my heart is fresh, if my youth is fled,"
Said the jolly old pedagogue, long ago.
He smoked his pipe in the balmy air
Every night when the sun went down,
While the soft wind played in hi s silvery hair,
Leaving his tenderest kisses there
On the jolly old pedagogue's joi'ly old crown;
And feeling the kisses he smiled and said
'Tw?s a gloriou s world, down here belo,~;
" Why wait for happiness 'till we are dead?"
Said the jolly old pedagogue, long ago.
He sat at his door, one 111idsnmn1ernight,
After the sun had st!nk in the west,
And the lingering beams of golden light
Made his kindly old face look warm and bright,
While the odorous night-wind whispered," Rest!"
Gently, gently, he bowed his head,Th ere were angels waiting for him , I know;
He was sure of happiness, living or dead,
This jolly old pedagogue, long ago !
George Arnold.
~

THE STUDY OF HISTORY.
Paper read befor e the Franklin
Association.

County Teachers'
·

HISTORY study should start with the story.
At first this should be read or told by the
teacher, preferably told, since so she may better
adapt, explain and give life to the incidents.
During the first few years of school, the
child's interest seems to center so much more
strongly in animal and child life, I think it
better to make the story work largely in that di
rection, leaving history till a little later period,
when taste for it seems to be in the ascendant.
Even in the third year I confine the history
work to the simplest and most interesting
phases, such as a study of peoples, which study
serves later for both history and geography,
some attractive stories of child life at different
periods, or those suited to special occasions
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like Christmas, Thanksgiving, Washington's or
Lincoln's birthday, or Fourth of July.
When the child gets to be nine or ten there
usually develops a marked liking for historical
stories.
This taste may of course arise earlier
with some children or wait till later with oth ers,
but it is safe to assnme that the history reader
will find favor during the fourth, fifth and sixth
years of school. This fondness for the subject
is often extreme - one small boy told me the
other day that he never expected to find any
books he should like as well as his U. S. his
tory stories, and I found a little girl recently
fairly howling with grief because banishment to
the corridor, which punishment usually makes
her subdued, but not despairing, had in this
case deprived her of her history reading lesson.
Another child wrote: "If I should go to a place
where there were no history stories, I think I
should have to come back."
The liking will
last if properly fostered, and between its arising
and the time for history proper a great deal of
history 1·eading should be given.
Together with this, so much should be taught
in one way and another that the child at the
end of the sixth grade will seem to himself to
have always known certain historical facts, so
that they will be so much a part of himself that
doubt or a question of where he learned them
will be a surprise to him. This condition comes
with some children pretty early. Said a student
teacher lately to a fifth grade child:
"When
the colonists made up their minds that they
would settle things for themselves and be free
from the oppression of the king, what did the
king do?•· '' The king sent over soldiers to
make them mind," promptly responded the
child. "Oh , no," said the teacher, with thoughts
headed in another direction:
"Think
for a
minute, what would the king do?''
" I should
fink he would send over soldiers, and I always
fouiltt he did," and there he stood and no per
suasions would induce him to abandon his
ground.
He didn't know where he got it, he
had '' always fougllt" so. It was as settled a part
of him as the knowledge that snow falls in
winter, or any fact of his daily life.
In these reading lessons, free and informal
discussion should be prominent.
The child's
questions prepared over the lesson as a part of
the study, open fields of thought to the whole
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class and give the teacher a chance to see
whither thoughts are tending and how they need
direction.
The pupil should ask what he him
self knows or what he wants to know. Usually
in our classes questions are supposed to be
given to the members of the class, but in times
of excitement they are freely thrown at the
teacher.
Any day you may hear questions like
these:
" Do you know anything more about
those Boston boys?"
"Weren't
the soldiers
(in the Boston Massacre) all right to shoot
when the people sauced them? I would ." A
discussion follows to find out if the soldiers were
doing their duty. Up jumps another:
"Well,
what were they there for, anyway?"
One child
- not in this class - calmly suggested that
if the Boston people didn't want the sol
diers around they might have poisoned them
and gotten rid of them in that way. She had
been reading stories from Roman history, and
every one whose presence had been obnoxious,
had been quietly disposed of in some such
manner.
"I wish we could find out the day of
the week Paul Revere took this ride."
"Look
and see if you can't," suggests the teacher.
"There are other histories, some in the Gram
mar room, some upstairs, a lot in the Public
Library."
A hand is raised: "I hav e to go up
to my aunt's after school, and I will go to the
library and find out."
Interested faces, and
not a smile around the class at the ease with
which it is to be settled.
"Or;" goes on the
child, "if I don't find it there, I'll look in the
cyclopedia at home and that will be sure to
"All right, look; if you don't find
have it."
that, you will find a lot of interesting things, and
so have something to tell us about it." "Shall
I reckon it from the tables and tell you?"
asked the teacher a few days after. "0h,
don't tell us now. Give us a while longer!"
They were on the hunt for some time, but one
day the child who agreed to bring the informa
tion appeared with a newspaper clipping, which
contained a long letter from Paul Revere in
which he gave a full account of his ride . The
teacher was asked to read the letter aloud. The
children listened attentively, and when quite un
expectedly they heard the words " On Tuesday
evening the r 8th," they burst into a lat1gh of de
light.
Just at this stage the child, properly guided,
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greatly desires to own books of history- of
course not wholly those of the United States.
Judicious suggestions by the teacher are help
ful in getting the right ones into his hands.
We try to get th~m to read outside as a matter
of course.
Repeatedly they bring their books to
school.
The reading of Paul Revere brought a
very interesting scrap-book.
'• l can bring a
New England Primer."
" I can bring a samp
ler. " " I've a book at home that tells about
this."
It is surprising to see the things they
are allowed to bring.
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tractive manner, a familiarity with times, people
and conditions that will be gained in no other
way. A great deal that seems over their heads
will be gone through and culled from with
pleasure.
I know a boy of eleven - not an ex
ceptionally brilliant one-who
gravely came to
borrow the first of the large volumes of Mar
shall's Life of Washington.
He was Jed there
to by his admiration for a person who1n he knew
to have read them.
At last accounts he had
somewhat given out as sole beneficiary, but was
enjoying it very much with his mother.
We teach the class and read to them many
poems which bear upon the history.
That they
fix facts and develop tendencies I am sure, and
that they add enjoyment is evident.
The chil
dren ask for them : "May we learn Marion's
Men? The last class did.''
"May we try to
say that poem we learned last year? There's
something in it about this."
"Isn't there a
poem about this lesson?
It would make a good
one."
I've no doubt they would cheerfully
write it if we asked them to.
We make use of pictures, as many as we can
possibly obtain.
This is ,the age when the
children will ask to stay in at recess or to come
early at noon to look at pictures of anyt/1i111;.
They repeatedly call for them-a
picture ~f
"that
man," "that building," "that place."
One day when a child asked for a picture of a
certain event, I was a bit disturbed.
1 feared
she was depending upon the1~ and unable to
get mental images without. Questioning brought
out that she had a clear picture in her mind and
wanted the idea of someone else to compare.
They sing songs, too, when they fit the case;
and I've often wanted to go out and bring in
people to see the childr.en's faces during the
process.
Care should be taken to keep the history on
the earth.
There is great need of geography
all along with the history, and of history all
along with the geography.
The child is ripe
for both.
This takes us to history for more advanced
grades, - not simply reading, but systematic
study.

Many books may be named that are suitable
for class use. Mara Pratt's American History
Stories, in four volumes, cover the field excel
lently.
They have faults and some quite serious
ones, but taken all in all I have not found their
like elsewhere. · The new series by her, in five
volumes, promises to be equally good and in
some respects better. · Then we have Colonial
Children, Great Americans for Little Americans,
Pilgrims and Puritans, From Colony to Common
wealth, Heroes of the Middle West, Stories of
American Life and Adventure, and many others.
I favor Pratt's because they cover the whole
ground and "furnish a skeleton that may be
thickly clothed as time goes on. There are many
elementary histories arranged in story form, like
Eggleston's First, Mowry's, Blaisdell's, Mont
gomery's, Guerber's and Higginson's,
but I
prefer to have those to use with harder
grammar school histories, to serve as sources
from which the slower child may get the main
points in simple form, while the more developed
ones may find interesting material to lighten
what they get from h'!irder books.
Whatever book is ?elected for class reading
at this period, should be supplemented
by
others of equal advancement,
which may be
kept on the teacher's desk and used by the
children when the reading lesson is learned, or
which may be taken home.
Such books are
not expensive, would probably be furnished by
the school officials if they saw the need, and at
any rate might be owned by the teacher, who
should surely be able and willing to spend two
or three dollars in that way.
Much interesting information may be gotten
When I took charge of the Model schools I
from St. Nicholas and other magazines, and the
found one class ready for the study of history
children's attention should early be turned to
In the confusion of getting settled and
proper.
the story, which will give them, in a most atfollowing out an old theory, I put them into
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Montgomery's with Sheldon-Barnes as supple
mentary, together with such outside work as
might readily be found.
They hated it and had
no scruples about saying so. I didn't much
wonder, since I had once disliked United States
history myself. I thought out the causes for my
own feelings - I studied a single history which
contained only bald facts, I learned it word for
word, accepted it as law and gospel and most
wearisome stuff, never for one instant t/1ougltt,
really tlumg!tt about anything presented, and
somehow failed of inspiration.
But history had
taken on a different guise for me, and I couldn't
bear that the children should so cordially dis
like it. so as soon as I had my bearings I turned
my attention that way.
They had read the
American History Stories, and spoke of them
always as" those lovely history books."
If the
subject had been interesting to them once it still
might be. The question was how to get at it.
I sent for some books, choosing the most read
able ones and taking care that simple ones
should be quite prominent.
These, with what
we already had, gave us access for each lesson
to MacMaster, Johnston,
Gordy, Eggleston,
elementary and advanced, Guerber's Thirteen
Colonies and the Great Republic, Fiske, Mowry,
Montgomery, elementary and advanced, Higgin
son, Sheldon-Barnes,
with numerous volumes
for particular periods, such as Starr's American
Indians, and the Irving-Fiske Life of Washing
ton. There were always enough of one kind to
go around, and enough single books to go
around again.
Then i made ready to prepare topics over the
lessons.
What was the point of contact?
What would take them from the" lovely history
stories" to history interesting, and not let the feel
ing "I don't. like it" creep in? We would be
gin - yes, we would begin with the Indians.
Children always like to study the Indians.
They
do not believe the only good Indian is a dead one
- not they . So with the Indians we started, and
felt the children's pulse day by clay. "Oh,
yes, I like it so far," they would say. We
studied the red men in detail, lesson after lesson.
I made out full topics, including many unim
portant, but interesting things.
I adapted them
to tliat class. The teacher hektographed them.
A clay or so was spent with the books and the
topics, showing how they should be used. The
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class were carefully told about the references that on the given pages of the histories named
they would find something about the topics.
They might read as many or as few of the pages
given as they chose, but they would be expected
to know about the things named in the topic
sheets.
They nearly always read all the refer
ences, and in case of different statements argued
as to which might reasonably be correct.
Following the Indians we took the boy Col
We don't care greatly about Columbus
umbus.
as a boy, but the children die!. Having got in
terested in him in his childhood they didn't ,de
sert him because he grew up. Any gulf over
previous explorations we bridged when we were
learning of Columbus' knowledge of the world
and when we began to send him forth on his
voyages.
'vVe kept to men, not events, in this
earlier work.
Indeed, we emphasize them all
along.
We studied the Virginia colony through
John Smith, the Plymouth
through Miles
Standish, Bradford, etc., and lo, we were well
established in history and found it as interesting
quite, as the stories.
I feel thankful to the
Indians so many times.
One boy who came in at
one of those places where the work was perforce
a bit duller, hardly roused or contributed to the
lesson at all till we got 'to a place where Indian
troubles arose.
He, each day, could tell some
Indian part and nothing else. So we kept it
along, relying on him for those facts. He never
failed us, and directly bad expanded to cover the
rest.
I don't say that this is the only way to treat
the subject.
l don't know at all that topics are
necessary. We have found them helpful.lam not
convinced that holding the children responsible
for one book with additional reference matter
furnished might not be equally good, but I do
believe that history from a sinr:le book is a hard
thing to teach successfully to children.
If the
teacher loves it enough, knows :t enough, and
has the power to 1·ouse the children and start
them to sources outside of school, she may get
along all right with the one book for class use,
but the average teacher is safer if she has more
books in the schoolroom.
The putting of
several different histories into the hands of the
children trains them not to accept a fact be
cause the book says so, but to investigate and
find the grounds for belief on either side. There
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is nothing like it to start discussion, and that is
the life nf a history class .
One child in our school said the other day
that she would like better to learn her history
out of one book, beca·use then she wouldn't get
confused but would know things 111oresurely.
She refuted her own argL1111enta moment later,
when I told her she might do so, choosing any
history she pleased, by saying in a horrified
tone, "Oh no, the others would know so much
more than I should!
I gues,s I didn't think."
It seemed conclusive, unless perhaps it might
come under the Josh Billings head of being
better not to know so much than to know so
many things that aren't so. Yet there is some
thing in her point of view in favor of the single
book for a starting place .
But I believe that if histories were to be fur
nished to a class of forty it would be better to
get ten of four kinds than forty of one. If a
single history is in use and no more can be had
from the school authorities, the teacher would
be amply rewarded by a decrease of nerve strain
if she should get eight or ten, or even five or
six, of her own, and put them out to be used
daily by the class in ·preparation for the lesson.
I should always include some elementary his
tories, giving information in the form of stories
and containing certain details left out of the
larger books or added in notes.
Our children
pass the books about quietly and learn to con
sult them intelligently, though till the very last
of our work, in which reviews of subjects or
great questions are given, we always give the
references by pages.
We take few set r~views, yet we review fre
quently.
Often the same paies are read for
five or six days as w·e look for one particular
phase or another . We review men when we
meet them again, events, when we reach the
events to which they led.
In connection with language work I asked
the children the other day lo write something
in regard to their work in history . I insert
one of the papers, and wish there were room
for others:
ABOUT MY HISTORY.

I like to have more than one book to study
from, because if I had only one I should get sick
of history. _The histories which I like are
Guerber's Thirteen Colonies, Guerber's Great
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Republic, Eggleston's First, Eggleston's Second,
Montgomery's Elementary, Mowry. As nearly
all of Kellogg's books tell of adventures I like
them very much.
"Blue
and the Gray,"
"Our Famous Women,""
Daughters of Ameri
ca," " The Spy of the Rebellion," and another
book about the Seminole Indians and their war
with United States (I have forgotten the na111e
of it) are all very interesting.
'
I like to study about the Indians and the
colonists, and the slaves and the lives of men
and women.
The Revolutionary War is very
interesting to me, although I did not like the
French and Indian War, as it seemed dry. I en
joy reading of what men did and why they did
it, and the arguments made between two or
more persons.
Why I like the Indians is because they lived
in so different a way from what we do, and they
were so queer and superstitious.
"A Colonial Sunday" would be about as in
teresting a subject as could be found.
Why I like wars I don't know. I like sea
figh ts a Ii ttle better than land-fights, but land
fights are not very dry to study about.
I should like to have been Squanto, if I had
lived then, because he was so good to the
colonists.
I should like to have been in Ben
jamin Franklin's place a part of the time, - that
is, when he went to France . I should like to
have been Thomas Jefferson, because he was so
much like the people that he often surprised
them by their not knowing who he was. On
the whole, I had rather live now, for if I had ·
lived then I shouldn't be here to even wish I
was those people.
No matter what the equipment in a book line,
the success or failure of the work depends upon
the teacher.
As she is, so is the class . What
are some of the necessary qualifications?
The teacher of history, even in a Grammar
school, needs a broad knowledge o( the subject,
together with a clear understanding of the rela
tion of the parts and their value- a sense of per
spective we may call it, which shows her what
to dwell upon, what to hurry over, what to
leave out entirely.
As far as my observa
tion goes, the main trouble with the young
teacher seems to be that though to-day's lesson is
well prepared there's not enough knowledge
back of it: the relation of to-day's work to past
work and that to come, the things outside
of to-day's lesson that the children will surely
reach out for if they are awake. Preparation
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for teaching history should have begun long be
fore the teaching begins, and should go on as
long as the teaching lasts. A twelve-years-old
live child will often start a train that a rather
wise person will be several minutes in getting to
the end of.
A good fund of knowledge being present, the
teacher is furnished with the next necessity
a lack of fear of the children's questions; then
if she is able to start them talking, the lesson
will go along.
The value to a class of a questioning child
can hardly be over-estimated.
She it is who
gets the explanations given that all need, who
puts into words the troubles of all the more
diffident ones of the class, who starts the slug
gish and unthinking to getting questions of
their own. Failure to ask questions may arise
from a clear understanding
of the subject, or
more usually from a tendency to accept what
one is told unquestioningly.
The doubter, or
the one who really doesn't see things easily,
will make a class go when the brightest child in
the class will let it stagnate in a certain sense.
Discussion of the questioner and the question
brings us naturally to another necessary thing for
the teacher-patience,
with a clear understanding
of the value of repetition.
They ask about the
same things so many times. They go over and
over them and up and down. Often a lesson,
though studiec1, has to be practically learned in
class, and apparently learned in class to-day
must be learned again to-morrow. In important
places they appear to stand still so long. The
child himself says: "We are not getting along
very fast in our history now."
In studying the
causes of the Revolution or th e Civil War, for
example, the classes sometimes stay for weeks
almost in one spot.
At these places I have in
my mental history almanac, ·' About this time
look out for squalls."
One day I go in to bear
something like this: "I c1on't see why the col
onists wouldn't use the taxed tea if they could
get it cheaper or almost as cheap as before."
'' What were the colonists working for?" the
tea cher asks,•· Was it . to save a little money!"
So they work it over; the children seem to see
the point and to be satisfied.
The next lesson,
perhaps, or even before the close of this, having
thought it over and gone back to old convic
tions, practically the same questions will come,
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or "The colonies belonged to the king: I think
he had a right to tax them if he wanted to."
Then all that ground must be gone through
again.
The next day perhaps it will be: " I
should think the people would expect to pay a
tax to meet the expenses of that old war and
provide for the soldiers.
I don't see why they
should make such a fuss over that.
We didn't
in the Spanisl1 war."
The Spanish war is a
great boon to the present teacher of history.
The Navigation Laws and Writs of Assistance
produced a great commotion in one class.
"I
should think the colonies would be better . off
without these laws," said one. "That
is just
what the colonists thought."
"Well, I should
think the king would want them to prosper if
they belonged to him."
The children seem to live it. There could
hardly have been ireater excitement in Massa
chusetts in the clays of the Tea Party and the
Port Bill than I found in a class discussing it a
short time ago. One child didn't permit her
self to sit for fear she would lo,e an opportunity
to get in a qu_estion. When the teacher sug
gested it, she dropped for an instant but all un
consciously got up again.
Their faces were red,
hands clinched, heads, wagging.
The other
classes suspended study to smile.
"Where
were the Tories when they voted to throw the
tea overboard?"
demanded
on e , excitedly.
'' Why did the king abuse Boston so? Boston
wasn't any worse than the rest. They destroyed
the tea in other places."
"Yes," said another,
" Boston did do more. Boston had the smartest
men," and then they proceeded to name them.
Said a judicial boy: " Patrick Henry was from
Virginia, but I think the smartest ones iuere in
Massachusetts.''
"The other colonies should
have been punished too, if Boston was to be,"
said one, as if that settled it. The teacher with
difficulty got in a word, "If yoL1 had five or six
unruly boys in school, and~" "I should pun
ish them all at once and all alike."
" But if
some of them did worse things?"
"Well, no,
but the Port Bill, shutting Boston up all by it
self.
'Twas mean."
The teacher got in
another word : '• England considered Boston her
most unruly boy at that time.
It was like
giving Boston a seat in the dressing-room for a
while."
The children saw the point of that
much. There's nothing like recent experience.
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The time was up, the lesson closed.
A class
can't cover ground while working in this way,
but it can grow in thought and power of ex
pression, and the teacher has abundant oppor
tunity to grow in grace, especially if she is a
little unprepared.
The teacher's last qualification must be love
and enthusiasm for history.
She may be weak
in subject matter, not a Job for patience, un
skilful in many ways, and yet get along; but if
she have not this saving quality she had better
set herself to get it or give up the effort to teach
the subject successfully.
A sketch of one's ideas about history teach
ing would hardly be complete without a state
ment of one's aim in the subject.
De it under
stood that we all must ever fall far short of our
aims, yet they should exist clear and well de
fined. I have several, but far above everything
else stands one. I want the children to grow to
love it, to want to study it, to have a strong de
sire to find everything they can about it. I
don't much care whether they really learn so
many things perfectly just now. I can bear it if
they fail to know to-day very well what we
taught them last week or at all what we taught
them last year, but if we don't succeed in mak
ing them love it, I feel that we are a dismal
failure.
I rejoice when they want to take home
a certain book, to read way over beyond where
we are studying on some phase that has pecul
iar attraction for them, when they ask why we
don't bring big histories so they can find out
more, when they want a war with Spain be
cause it will make more history to read, when
they rise day after 'flay to tell the class of a
book in the library that is interesting and is
ab'out the period being studied.
I want it to train their reasoning powers,-!
believe no subject exists that can do it better.
The why and how run through it all the time.
'' How would you have sided?
What would
you have done? What would have resulted if
it had been done such a way? Why did this
man succeed, this colony, this part of the
nation?"
We press for their personal opinions
justified by argument.
"What do you think of
Braddock?" brings forth all opinions, from '' He
was brave, and fought as he thought a soldier
should and died that way," to "I think he was
a fool," with reasons.
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History should train to look for the connect
ing thread which runs through subjects, upon
which we may place the parts like beads upon a
string.
"Why," I heard someone say not long
ago, '' did no one teach me to find the connec
tion and reason of things in history?
Why did
they permit me to learn verbatim and give no
sign that it was not the best way? They smiled
approvingly upon a recitation of that sort."
Let us be charitable, and assume that they
knew no better themselves.
History should train to judge of right and
It should
wrong under varying conditions.
furnish practice in looking at both sides of a
question, which should later bring the calm,
reasonable
decision, and following that the
steady, sure conviction, holding to its own in
the face of all obstacles, which belongs to well
balanced manhood.
It should train to patriotism, and to recog
nize, admire and emulate great deeds, not only
those of courage and prowess, but of patience,
which waits, i?;Oes slowly, hammers away at
things and 'never gives up. It should foster
truth, honor, gentleness,-all
the virtues.
It should ring the note of freedom clear and
strong, freedom to think, speak and act, free
dom for self and for others.
History in the
schools of our country should make strong in our
country's children the spirit that led our ances
tors to leave their native land and go into exile
that they might worship God in their own way,
that later caused them to fight against large
odds rather than lose their rights political, that
in the stormy sixties shed much of their best
blood in the belief that all men are created
free and equal, that during the very memory of
the children we are now 'teaching, has impelled
them to every effort to uplift toward freedom
the dwellers of lands outside their own. May
we succeed in accomplishing the mission.
We
can best do it by remembering the aim first
stated.
Teach the children to love history, and
the history will do the rest.
Lillian 1. Lincoln.
~

A heart unspotted is not easily daunted.
Shakespeare.
A higher morality, like a higher intelligence,
must be reached by a slow growth.
Jferbert Spencer.
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SOME PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
that if it were practicable it
"I BELIEVE
would be the best possible thing for our young
men and women to give them a short course in
psychology in the high school."
This statement was made this week by an in
fluential Lewiston teacher in the course of a
casual conversation that developed from the
discussion of Edwin Osgood Grover's "The
School Teacher's Creed."
This is so good that
we reproduce it here, as printed in a fall number
of the C{}rnliill :
I believe in the boys and girls, the men and
women of a great to-morrow; that whatsoever
the boy soweth the man shall reap.
I believe
in the curse of ignorance, in the efficacy of
schools, in the dignity of teaching and in the
joy of serving others.
I believe in wisdom as
revealed in human lives as well as in the pages
of a printed book, in lessons taught not so much
by precept as by example, in ability to work
with the hands as well as the head, in every
thing that makes life large and lovely.
I be
lieve in beauty in the schoolroom, in the home,
in daily life and in out-of-doors.
I believe in
laughter, in love, in faith, in all ideals and
distant hopes that lure us on. I believe that
every hour of every day we receive a just re
ward for all we are and all we do. I believe in
the present and its opportunities, in the future
and its promises, and in the divine joy of living.
"These
words and other words by Edwin
Grover ,I can appreciate," remarked the teacher,
'' because I have known the man and I believe
him to possess one of those rare combinations
of character that it is delightful and hopeful to
find. He is a publisher of school books in
Chicago now, and was formerly with Ginn &
Co., and has all the enterprise necessary to a
successfnl career.
But, on the other hand, he
has a culture and refinement and esthetic tastes
and beautiful ideas, which he expresses in verse
and prose, that stamp him as different from the
average n1an.,,
So, in speaking of Grover and ideals, the
teacher chanced to say that she had found the
necessity of a philosophy in -life and had worked
out the problem for herself.
As her story de
veloped it proved most interesting, although
generally admitted psychological tmths were at
the foundation of her ideas.
But these had a
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new weight for the listener as they were borne
out by the testimony of a personal experience.
The young woman first told how she had
felt the effect of heredity in rather a peculiar
way. "Upon one side of my family," said she,
"I have had several relatives who were eccen
tric, even to the verge of insanity.
An aunt,
in whom this trait was most marked, had a
crooked little finger --and so have I," where
upon the speaker held out a noticeable crooked
little finger.
" I never saw that aunt until I
was twenty-three years old," she continued,
"and yet day after day as I grew up some one
in the family was always remarking, 'you are
just like Aunt J-.'
I came to have a horror of
this eccentric aunt.
No one had ever told me
her peculiarities,
but people said I was the
image of her in the face, walked like her, sat
clown peculiarly as she did and had a strange,
nervous gesture, a tapping of the table with the
forefinger when I talked, which were all charac
teristics of this aunt.
" Thus warned I was always on the guard to
keep myself from extremes, and early in my
work it was my good fortune to live in the fam
ily of a physician who was a specialist in physio
logical pathology and who was at the head of a
sanitarium for people who were not really insane,
but on that dangerous borderland between ugli
ness and insanity, eccentricities and insanity,
disease and insanity, or idleness and insanity.
" I heard him speak much of his cases, owing
to my interest in this line from previous psycho
logical studies.
He often said that none of the
people he was then treating need ever have been
in the condition they were if they had but under
stood themselves in early life and adopted t_he
right course.
He took an interest in me and
noted my tendencies enough to warn me.
" So I began to think out my little philosophy,
and as the result of a ten years' trial I am sure I
have quite changed my disposition.
I am busy
and happy and trials do not worry me. I am
sure I am always calm mentally, although the
physical poise is not always sure. People al
ways ask why I am rushing along so fast, but
that is a part of my nature to move quickly.
"You ask what has done this for me? It is
only a firm conviction that I could and would
hold in mind no worries and cares, and by the
knowledge that I could accomplish this only by
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substituting healthy thoughts and active work
for morbid thinking and worrying.
It is a truth
that but orie thing can claim the attention at a
time. We rid ourselves of the obnoxious only
by displacing it with the desirable.
" For nearly ten years I have slept soundly
every night, save for not more than half a dozen
times when physically exhausted, simply by put
ting out of mind every thought of the day's work
and giving myself up to fancies.
I lay out a
plot, imagine myself in various situations and go
over conversations with all kinds of people, and
this soon puts me to sleep. I can sleep at any
time of day by using this· simple prescription.
It has meant much in the way of health to me.
" So I believe that young people should be
taught this practical psychology and understand
the use and power of their own minds. There
are a great many young people :who fall into bad
habits, who would really be glad to know how
to break them~elves of them. So I think a short
course in psychology would be valuable in any
high school-not
the theoretical work but the
practical side. "-Lew iston Jour1zal.
~

SCHOOLS·IN PORTO RICO.
SCHOOL after school is being opened by Dr.
M. G. ,Br1.1mbaug,commissioner of education for
the Island of Porto Rico. Over 50,000 scholars
are now attending the 1000 schools.
Each
school morning the American flag is sainted, and
American national hymns sung in English .
Several large school buildings, including a nor
mal school, are in process of erection.
The
$100,000 public libr~ry, secured by Dr. Brum
baugh from Mr. Carnegie will soon be built.
American education is hailed in Porto Rico as a
great blessing.
The following telegrams to the San Juan
Neivs are only two of the many cases in point:
•• Aguadilla, October 23 .-The new four-room
schoolhouse is now completed, an<l occupied by
over 200 children . The little fellows did not
know just what to do about occupying the new
desks, but were easily persuaded to sit down and
adapt themselves to them .
"The morning the flag, the largest in the
town, was raised, the children assembled on the
balcony, and as the flag ascended, sang ' Am
erica.'
" The schools are progressing very nicely.
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Much attention has been given to the order and
classification, and good results can only be the
outcome."
•• Mayaguez, October 21 .-The
schoolhouse
is to be named ' McKinley school.' The street
on which it stands has been named • McKinley
avenue,' and is a fitting tribute to the great
statesman, who proved so true a friend to Porto
Rico."
. And all this in a country where, in 400 years,
Spain did not build a single schoolhouse.;
N ew England Journal of Educat ion.
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F.llumni )'l otes.
[lt is very des imblc tha t the graduates keep TH_E N oR
informed of chnn gcs in address and occupation. _A
full an d :tccurntc ruconl of the work of the graduat es will
add very much to the interest and value of th e paper .]
MAL

J.868.
Mr. Joel Maddocks, husband of E . Vodisa
Whittier, died at their home in Foxboro, Mass.,
Dec. 4, 1901 •

~

LEARNING, EARNING, AND ACQUIRING.
Is the prospective earning power of the pupil
a matter that ought to concern the teacher?
Unhesitatingly, yes. It concerns the paren.t.
It concerns the state. It concerns the church.
It has a vital rela-tion to good homes, good
citizenship, good morals, and good religion.
It
ought to be the paramount concern of the teacher
of boys at "the restless age."
It is, compara
tively, of little account how much the boy knows,
how many facts he has memori zed, how much
he can recite from the books. The important
question is,- How much can he do? do with
his hands, do with his mind, do with his voice,
do with his , heart,-that
will contribut e to the
general good and therefore to his own good.
And shall the teacher give this subject no
thought? or make this matter subordinate to
what some one may wrongfully call " the higher
life?"
This is the higher life ; a Ii fe devoted
to earningto service.
The children and
their teacher, like the Master, have c·ome to
earth "not
to be ministered unto, but to
minister."
But we must distinguish sharply between
earning and acquiring.
One may acquire that
which he does not earn. One 1nay earn that
which he does not acquire. One's acquisition
may be measured in dollars or in knowledge .
One's earning can be measured only in units of
service . The service may pertain to · the phys
ical, to the intellectual, or to the spiritual needs
of one's fellows . But to earn, one must serve
- give of his time, of his effort, of his life, to
the good of others.
·
The value of the services of a teacher bears
a close relation to the prospective earning
power of his pupils. "No man," says Phillips
Brooks, "becomes independent of his fellow
men except in serving his fellowmen." School News.
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Vira H. Barker, after spending a year for her
health on the Pacific coast, has returned much
improved, and has her former position, second
grade , Malden, Mass., 598 Main St.
Effie E. Lord has resigned her position, which
she has held for five years at Danforth, Me.,
and is now teacher of Lancey St. Primary
School, Pittsfield, Me.

J.879.

1892.

Rev. S . C. Graves and wife, nee Annie W.
Dixon, and sons, have come to Farmington to

Katherine E. Abbott,- teacher of Draw
ing and Geometry, Farmington State Normal

live.
Emma Taylor, -married
Nov. 13, 1901 , at
Calais, Me., to Cyrus T. Brown of Troy, Ohio.

School.
Ernest G. Butler is practicing law in partnership with his brother, Amos K., '90, in

J.884.
Alice H . Hodgkins,-principal
School, Whitneyville, Me.
Etta Parks-Richards,-teaching

of Grammar
in Roxbury,

Me.

J.887.
Myrtie G. Robbins-Ames is doing some effec
tive work in W. C. T. U. lines in her county
Aroostook.

J.888.
Essie Hinkley-Earle,

- Chestnut Hill, Brook

line, Mass.
Elgiva B. Luce,-recently
called home by
the sudden death of her father. Her mother
has gone back to live with her in Everett, Mass.,
61 School St.
Laura H. Williams, -principal
of Grammar
School, West Auburn.
Herman S. Spear, M. D.-married
Jan. 1,
1902, L. Evelyn Conant, Strong, Me., class of
1898.

1889.
Annie A. Hartford has been obliged to re
sign her position at N. Attleboro, Mass ., on
account of her mother's ill-health .

l89l.
Cora J. Buker-Tarr, - 201 School St., Win
ter Hill, Mass.
Dora T. Hersom-Lambert, - moved to Han
over, N. H., where her husband is assistant in
Biology, Dartmouth College.

Skowhegan.
Hattie H. Moore,-teacher

of School No.

1, Raymond, Me.
Alice B. Pratt bas resigned the principalship
of the Training Department of Leavitt Institute,
Turner Center, Me.

1893.
Mildred A. Clark-C,ole, who for a long time
has been very ~eriously sick, is much improved
in health.
Ethel C. Welch,-160

Grand

St.,

Lowell,

Mass.
Winfield R. Buker is now General Agent for
Maine for Silver, Burdett & Co.
Irving O. Bragg bas taken examinations over
a sufficient amount of work in the course at
Bates College to enable him to graduate in
1902, completing the course in thr:e years.

1894.
Edith M. Dunning spent a large part of the
summer at her old home in Whitneyville, Me.
Edith B . Pratt succeeds her sister as princi
pal of the Training Department, Leavitt Insti
tute, Turner Center, Me.
Arthur J. Chick, Bates 1901, who is now
principal of Monmouth Academy, has received
an appointment as a teacher of English in the
Philippine Islands at a salary of $1200 and
traveling expenses to Manila. Mr. Chick has
not yet acc~pted the position.-Lewiston
'Jour-

nal.
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John S. Dyer is continuing his studies in the
Maine Medical School.

1895.
May L. Abbott,--Hosmer
St., Everett, Mass.
Elva Rackliff,- teaching second and third
grades, Presque Isle, Me.
in Maryland
Maurice 0. Brown,-Interne
General Hospital, Baltimore, and student, class
of 1902, in the Medical College of Baltimore.
Donald B. Cragin,-72
Pinckney St., Boston.
In charge of Dr:. Baker' s Hospital (private), Mt.
Vernon St., assistant in Women's Free Hospi
tal, Brookline, and member of class of 1902,
Harvard Medical School .
Harry M. Pratt,-recently
elected substitute
teacher in Lewiston Manual Training School,
but was unable to accept.
secretary, 11
Emma L. Brightman,-private
Claybourne St., Dorchester, Mass.
Granville A. Prock-resigned
at the close of
the fall term the principalship of the Strong
High School, and is teaching the village school
in his own town, Lincolnville, Me.
Sandy B. Nile, M. D.,-sold
out his practice
in Pennsylvania, and is now in practice with
his brother, Joseph A., '96, at Rumford Falls,
Me.
l896.
Edith B. Burdin, - teaching the Intermedi
ate School, Brownville, Me.
Robert A. Brown,-Bates,
1903, has been
elected principal of High School, Strong, Me.
in \,Villimantic.
Isa L. Jackson, -teaching
Maude L. Smith has resigned her school at
Henderson, Me., anti is now at home, Hay
wood, Me.
T. Herbert
Williams, -manager
"Unique Fann," SoL1thington, Conn.

l897.
Alma G. Faught, -teaching
ter.

of

the

in New Glouces

W. Stanwood Field, - 64 Chestnut Hill Ave.,
Brookline, Mass.

Rowland S. Howard,-salesman
in the forni
ture department of Houghton & Dutton, Boston.
Boards 64 Chestnut Hill Ave., Brookline, Mass.
Martin H. F owler. - At S o'clock Thur s day
evening in the vVllshington Street Coog regll
tional. church, l.le,•erly , Mass., occurred the
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wedding of Martin H. Fowler of this place and
Miss Abbie P., daughter of Robert Lefavonr of
Beverly. The pastor, Rev. Edward F. Sand
erson of Beverly, officiated, Rev. E. R. Smith
of this place assisting in "plighting the troth."
Fred Deane of Lynn acted as best man, and
Miss Mary Bartlett of Clifton was bridesmaid.
Six lady teachers of the Hardy school (in
which Mrs. Fowler taught until Thanksgiving
Day) were ushers . Mrs . Fowler is a graduate
of the Salem Normal School, and for about six
years past she has been a very successful teacher
in Beverly, winning for herself many friends
both among pupils and parents.
A reception
was tendered the newly married couple in the
chapel of the Congregational church of Beverly
after the ceremony, Profs. Geo. C. Purington
and Wilbert G. Mallett assisting Mr. and Mrs.
Fowler in receiving the guests. The presents
were both numerous and beautiful. Mr . and
Mrs. Fowler will make their home in town, and
are now" at home."-Farminglon
Chronicle.
Geo . C. Purington Jr., at the close of his
school at Kingfield spent a week at home and
then returned to his studies at Bowdoin College.
He is a member of the College Glee Club, and
one of the editors of the Bowdoin Orient.
Cora R. Parsons,-first
Mexico, Me.

and second grades,

Maud E. Peary,-married
Dec. ii,
Fred W. Foss, Mt. Vernon, Me.
I I,

Grace G. Rolfe,-died
1901.

1901, to

at Clinton, Me ., Dec.

J898.
John W. Adams,Windsor, Me.

principal of High School,

L. Evelyn Conant,-married
Jan. I, 1902 1 to
Herman S. Spear, M. D., class of 1888, New
Portland, Me.

Fannie D. J. Fowle-] ewett, - 45 Fessenden
St., Portland, Me.
Harold D. King, Dartmouth, 1903, is spend
ing his vacation at Hanov .er, tutoring.
Elida M. Osier, -nurse
Hospital, Portland, Me.

at Maine General

Stephen H. Pinkham has been elected pres
ident of his class, Bowdoin, 1905.
Nellie F. Rockwood has resigned her posi
tion in the Primary School at Winthrop Center,
Me.

FARMINGTON

Lillian M. Scribner, - assistant in the office
of Register of Deeds, Farmington, Me.
Lottie M. Smith, teacher in the Girls' In
dustrial School, Lancaster, Mass., is taking a
vacation of two months.

1899.
Hortense B. Bradford, -spending
the winter
in Jersey City, and taking lessons in voice cult
ure of a famous New York teacher.
Jean Cragin,-fourth,
fifth and sixth grades,
West Acton, Mass.
·
Grace T. Jenkins,-teaching
Primary School,
Rangeley, Me.
Vilah M. Kitchen,- seventh grade, Myrtle
St. School, Waterville, Me.
John Knowlen, principal of Foxcroft Grammar
School, took an outing recently with six of his
boys. They were away for two days, stopping
over night at an old logging camp, and suc
ceeded in bagging a number of rabbits and a
100-pound deer. Prin. Knowlen with two of
the boys pursued the deer, and when the in
structor started the game, Frank Weston did
the shooting act while the deer was in full
flight.
Teacher and pupils are proud of
the fourteen-years-old sportsman. -Farmi11gto11
Chronicle.
Florence M. Look has resigned her position
in the Primary School at Rangeley and will
spend the winter at home.
Annie L. 11-lanter,-assistant in the Grammar
School, West Farmington.
Iva L. McArdle,-seventh
grade, Center
School, Chelsea, Mass., 26 Carmel St.
Maude E. Monroe,-sixth
grade, Florence,
Mass.
Lillian T. Peaslee has resigned her position
in the Iloys' Industrial
School, Westboro,
Mass., on account of ill-health.
She will spend
the winter at home, Richmond, Me.
Fannie L. Taylor, - studying stenography
and typewriting in Shaw's Business College,
Portland, Me ., I08 Forest Ave.
Isabelle M. Towle,-teachingat
Vinalhaven.
Ethel M. Tucker,-married
Dec. 26, I 901, to
Melville Chas~ Freeman, A. B., principal of
Kennebunk, Me., High School.

1900.
Myrtie E . Abbott, -teaching
Cove, Me.
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Edwina Banks, -teaching
at Union Com
mon, Me.
Winnifred M. Beck has resigned the principal8hip of the Grammar School at Winthrop
Center.
Sara H. Blanchard, - married Dec. 25,
1901, to Frank A. Hardy, E. Wilton, Me.
Sadie M. Knight,teaching in Boys' Indus
trial School, Westboro, Mass.
Alice Lowell has resigned the principalship of
the Farmington Grammar School on account
of ill-health.
Etta B. Trecartin has resigned her school. in
Lubec on account of ill-health.
Florence E. Warren, - teaching in Brown
ville, Me.

1901.
Vesta E. Chadwick, - sixth grade, Win
chester, Mass,
Mattie P. Clark,-1 r Ash St., Waterville, Me.
Minnie B . Frost, -49
Ripley Place, Buffalo,
N. Y., teaching third grade in Training School,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Annie P. Fuller,-teaching
in Greene, Me.
Josie M. Holman, -teaching
Primary School,
West Farmington, Me.
Mabel E. Hunter, - principal of Grammar
School, Farmington, Me.
Edna M. Lovejoy,-teaching
at West Mt.
Vernon, Me.
at West New
Edna M. Luce,-teaching
Vineyard, Me .
in Gray's Busi
Jennie A. Manter, -student
ness College, Portland, Me.
MARRIAGES.

1879. Emma Taylor-Cyrus
T. Brown,
Nov. 13, 1901.
1888. Herman S. Spear, M. D.- L. Evelyn
Conant, Jan. 1, 1902.
1897. Martin H. Fowler-Abbie
P. Le
favour, Dec. 5, 1901.
1897. Maud E. Peary-Fred
W. Foss,
Dec. I I ' I 90 I .
1898. L. Evelyn Conant - Herman
S.
Spear, M. D., Jan. 1, 1902.
1899. Ethel M. Tucker-Melville
C. Free.
man, A. B., Dec. 26, 1901.
1900. Sara H. Blanchard-Frank
A. Hardy,
Dec. 25, 1901.
DEATHS.

at Salisbury
1897.

Grace G. Rolfe, Dec.

11,

1901.
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N"ormal Notes.

Trustees Fairbanks and Robertson visited the
school just before the close of the term.
Mr. Purington and Mr. Mallett both attended
Mr. Fowler's wedding and reception at Beverly,
Mass .
Rev. Mr. Pratt of Dover made the school a
pleasant visit for several days and was present at
the reception tendered to Miss Skinner.
We are sorry to hear that Wright is laid up
by a serious injury caused by cutting the knee
cap of one of his legs while cutting wood.
Mr . Purington gave the Passion Play addre .ss
before the North Chesterville Grange, Nov. 8 ,
and in the Farmington Falls lecture course,
Dec. 3.
Principal and Mrs. Purington had the pleas
ure of having the following young ladies with
them for Thanksgiving dinner:
Alixe Good
wi'n, Amy Goodwin, Grace Stone; Etta Sawyer,
Irene Higgins, Helen Thomas and Elmeda
Thompson.
On Thursday evening, Nov. 14, the school
tendered a farewell reception to Miss Skinner,
which proved as pleasant as it is possible for a
social gathering to be under the shadow of the
coming separation from a much loved teacher
and highly prized friend.

Kane, Eastport;
Mis; Ma nter, Farmington;
Miss Nelson, Branch Mills, China; Miss Part
ridge, Whitefield;
Miss Pratt, Wilton; Miss
Edith Smith, Jonesboro; Mr. Starrett, Warren;
Mr. Williamson, Temple; Miss White, Chap
man Plantation.
The following, in_addition to those mentioned
above, will not attend the winter term:
Miss
Akers, Miss Bean, Miss Francis , Miss Harlow,
Miss Holbrook, Miss Hunnewell, Miss Learned,
Miss Littlehale, Miss Marden, Mr. McCully,
Mrs. McEachern, Miss Norcross, Miss Richards,
and Mr. Wright.
The Franklin County Educational Associa
tion met at the Normal, Nov. 15 and 16, 1901.
The following teachers and students were in
evidence as officers or on the program :
President.
Ch. Ex. Com.

Principal Purington,
M. H . Fowler , '9 7.

Address of Welcome,
Supt. W. G. Mallett, '86.
Response by the Presid ent.
Arithmetic in the First Three Years,
Addie F. McLain, '84.
How to Teach Grammar,
G. A. Prock, '95.
Di scussion opened by
Jane M. Cutt s, '86.
Discussion by
Lilla M. Scales, '73.
How to Teach History,
Lillian I. Lincoln, '85.
T eaching Ex ercise in History,
Louise W . Richard s, 'o,.
Some Experiences of a Teacher with Parents,
Mrs . E. V. Sewall.
Reading,
Mrs. G . C. Purington.
Methods in Ge ography.
A. Blanch e Calligan, '99.
Pr esent Status of Vertical Penmanship, John L. Hunt, 'oo.

The health of the pupils has never been
better than through th e fall term, only two of
them being obliged to. leave because of ill
health - Sada B. Foss of the C class and Myrta
M. Folsom of the F class. Helen C. Thomas
of the D class was obliged to leave on account
of her mother's health.
We miss her beautiful
voice very much.
.,,c

The closing sociable, Thursday evening,
21, was under the direction of the C class,
a committee consisting of Miss McMurray,
Bickford, Miss Russell, Miss Robinson,
Burbank .

The following pupils of the fall term are
teaching:
Miss Atwood in New Sharon; Miss Baker,
Dresden ; Miss Blanchard,
Clinton;
Miss
Deane, Farmington;
Miss Farrington, China;
Miss Farwell, Vassalboro;
Miss Hickey, New
Sharon ; Miss Houdlette, Dresden ; Miss Hough- .
ton, Phillips; Miss Hupper, St. George; Miss

March and Circle.
Wax Modeling.
Solo,
Plain Quadrille.
Boston Fancy.
Reading,
Parlor Croquet.
Solo ,
Good-Night March.

.,,c

l'ROGRA~IM

Nov .
with
Miss
Mr .

E.

Miss Carsley.

Miss Hunn ewell.
Mr. Purington.
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Sc boo l
Fryeburg Academy has over sixty students in
attendance this winter.
Limington Academy reports the largest atten
dance at a winter term for many years.
Foxcroft Academy has received a generous
gift of maps and books of reference from Edwin
Ginn, Boston.
The fall term of Anson Academy closed
November 8.
A large number of students
will enter the winter term.
San Francisco joins Chicago in requiring all
applicants for teaching positions to pass a physi
cal examination.
Let the good work go on.
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l{icker Classical Institute had an attendance
of one hundred and twelve in the fall, and is
prospering under the new principal, Mr. Well
man.
E. R. Drummond, treasurer of the seminary
and college at Kent's Hill, is busy now investing
twenty-five thousand dollars lately received by
the institution from the estate of the late Hon.
Joseph S. Ricker, late of Portland.
Congratu
lations!
San Francisco is said to have reverted to
slates. It was not to have been expected of
any city of a third of a million people, least of
all of a city like San Francisco.
The war on
slates should be universal.
There is nothing
equally filthy in school life.
A movement is on foot to have a State basket
ball league, composed of the leading preparatory
scho _ols and colleges in Maine.
The schools
which will compose the league are Bangor High,
Portland High, Coburn Classical Institute, Rock
land High, Kent's Hill, Hebron, Westbrook
Seminary, Colby, and the University of Maine.
President Henry S. Pritchard says that a can
didate for admission to '' Tech " this year had
this question : " What was the cause of • Silas
Marner's' unpopularity?"
The embryo Tech
man replied : '' • Silas Marner' was a poem
written by Coleridge.
The cause of Silas Mar
ner's unpopularity was because he shot the al
batross and caused the wind to blow."
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N"ews.
Congratulations again to Principal Frank E.
Russell (F. S. N. S., '86) of East Corinth
Academy!
John P. Webber, Brookline, Mass.,
has sent a check of five thousand dollars to add
to the endowment fund.
In two years Cuban schools have increased
from 312 to 3,313 . There are 3,583 teachers
and 172,273 pupils. The cost of the schools 'is
already $4,000,000, and may soon reach $6,000,000. Of the teachers, r ,456 are men and
2,127 women.
Tyna Helma, a Russian girl, entered the
Wells School, Boston, in September, 1900,
without ability to speak a word of English.
In
June, 1901, a year later, she graduated, having
taken four years' work in one, and learned to
speak the language also.
Boston has broken all records at home and
abroad by dedicating three large, beautiful,
costly high school buildings in East Boston, in
South Boston, and in Dorchester on three suc
cessive weeks. They ar~ noble structures, un
surpassed in beauty, in appointments, and in
equipment.-N.
E. Journal of L!,"d11cation.
Bath Academy was incorporated in 1805, the
eleventh in the State. From an exchange we
learn that inquiries have lately been made as to
the exact time when the old academy (now used
by the first grammar schtJol) was built. The
erecti~n of this building was commenced in the
year 1804, and the same was completed in 1806,
and dedicated on the 8th day of September of
that year. The first preceptor was Mr. Reuben
Nason, who delivered an appropriate address at
the dedication of the building.
In 1832 the
well-known Amos Brown was elected preceptor.
He was succeeded in 1847 by Hon. Edward P.
Weston, who continued at the head of the school
until 1860. After that time Josiah B. Webb
and Joel Wilson were the efficient principals for
some years. It is now expected to re-establish
this old and famous institution of learning at a
not far distant day. The Seminary was built in
1836, dedicated September 13, 1837, and was
destroyed by fire October 1, 1894 .
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P leasantries.

PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL.
"I wonder how so many forest fires catch,"
said Mrs. McBride.
"Perhaps they catch acci
dentally from the mountain ranges," suggested
Mr. McBride.
The Sunday school class was singing, "I
want to be an Angel."
"Why don't you sing
louder, Bobby?"
" I'm singing as loud as I
feel," exclaimed Bobby.
"Uncle,"
said the scientific youth, "don't
you know that you ought to have your drinking
water boiled, so as to kill the microbes ? "
"Well," answered the old gentleman, thought
fully, •• I believe I would as lief be an aquarium
as a cemetery."
When the clay came for taking the collection
in the Sunday school, the children were asked
if they remembered any texts appropriate to the
occasion.
A little boy held up his hand, and
repeated, "The fool and his money are soon
Christian Register.
parted."Du:ing a fierce tornado at Burlington, Vt., a
year or two ago, little Bertha climbed into her
papa's arms for safety.
When her mother, who
had that day expressed a wish for rain, entered
the room, Bertha exclaimed, "You prayed for
rain, now see what you've done!"-Tlze Christia11

Register.
The discouragements of some public school
teachers in Newark are ulyoncl ordinary con
ception.
A hygiene instructor recently received
from the mother of one of ·her most promising
pupils the following note:
"Please don't learn
our Jonny any moar about his insides as it makes
him sassy."-New
York Sun.
" Mummy, clear, I do wish I might give some
money for poor children's dinners."
"\Veil,
darling, if you like to go without sugar, I will
give you the money instead, and then you can."
The small child considered solemnly for a mo
ment, and then said, " Must it be sugar, mum
my?"
"Why, no, darling.
What would you
like to do without?"
" How would soap do,
mummy, then?" exclaimed the small maiden
ledger.
in triumph.-Philade!phia

Have you heard
Too bad.

the story

of three

eggs?

A Sunday school teacher recently told her
class about the cruelty involved in docking
horses.
"Can any little girl tell me,'' she said,
"of an appropriate verse of Scripture referring
to such treatment?"
There was a pause, and
then a small girl arose and said solemnly,
'' What God hath joined together let no man
Register.
put asunder. "-Christian
A correspondent in Galesburg, Ill., sends to
the vVoman's Journal the following actual medi
cal diagnosis by the laity:
During the excite
ment caused by some cases of suspected small
pox in a Rock River village, a son of Erin
rather contemptuously remarked to a group of
the frightened ones, "They hain't got smallpox:
it's only celluloid."
Whereupon a Johnny Bull
further encouraged
the timid by asserting,
"There hain't any danger, anyhow, if you don't
get them microscopes in you." The disease did
not spread.
TOO HARD NIGHT WORK FOR A PUPIL.
A teacher in the Dallas county public school
received the following letter :
Sir-Will
you in the future give my son easier
some to do at nites?
This is what he's brought
hoam two or three nites back : " If fore gallins
of bere will fill thirty to pint bottles, how many
pints and half bottles will nine gallins of bere
fil ?"
Well, we tried and could make nothin of it at
all, and my boy cried and laughed and sed he
didn't dare to go bak in the mornin without
doin it. So I had to go and buy a nine gallin
keg of bere, which I could ill afford to do, and
then he went and borrowed a lot of wine and
brandy bottles.
We filled them, and my boy put
I don't know
the number down fer an answer.
whether it is right or not, as we spilt some while
doin it.
P. S.-Please
let the next some be in water,
as I am not able to buy more bere .-Mobile

Register.

To give a professional

preparation

to the teachers of the public schools .

CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION.
AGE.-Gentlemen

must be seventeen years of age, ladies sixteen, before entering.

CHARACTER.-Candidates must bring a certificate of good moral character from some respon
sible person.
OBLIGATION.-Pupils admitted to the School are required to sign an obligation to faithfully
observe all its regulations, and also to teach in the public schools of the State as long a time as they
shall have been connected with the school, or pay tuition at the rate of $IO per term.
SCHOLARSHIP.-To be admitted, candidates must pass a satisfactory examination in Reading,
Spelling, Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, Physiology and Hygiene, and Algebra.

ADMISSION WITHOUT EXAMINATION.
By vote of the Trustees, the following persons will be admitted without examination upon
the presentation of the proper certificates :
1.
College graduates.
2.
Graduates of high schools, academies, seminaries, and other secondary schools, having
courses of study covering four years and fitting for college.
3. All persons holding state certificates of any grade.

THREE COURSES.
Course of Study for Two Years;

Advanced Course- Academic;
Advanced Course- Professional.

EXPENSES, ETC.
Each pupil pays an incidental fee of $1.50 at the beginning of each term.
Tuition is free to pupils of the required age who take the regular cour~e of study and pledge
themselves to teach in the public schools of Maine for as long a time as they remain connected with
the Normal School. Others pay a tuition of$10 per term.
TEXT-BOOKS ARE FREE for the first four terms. except those that are purely professional or
literary.
Each student should bring a Bible and a Dictionary, and for reference, any text-books
that he may happen to have.
Board can be obtained from $2.75 to $3.00 per week. Table board, $2.00 to $2.25 per week.
Furnished rooms, without board, at reasonable rates .
·(i'P Rooms for self-boarding, each accomrriodating two persons, furnished with table, chairs,
wash-stand, stove, bedstead, mattress, students furnishing other articles needed, can be obtained
for $1 .oo per week.
gr Scholars, by clubbing together, doing their own work and having a part of their food
sent from home , can largely reduce their expenses, frequently bringing their total expenses in con
nection with the School below $25 per term.
The Principal will gladly make all arrangements for board or rooms.
For catalogue giving names of graduates and the positions they hold, for table showing order
and arrangement of studies, or further information of any kind, write to the Principal,
GEO. C. PURINGTON.
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CALENDAR.
FALL
Begins August

Begins December

Closes November

TERM,

1901-2

·TERM,

FALL

TERM,

I

I

.

1 902 .

18,

26,

2 1.

Closes February 27.

IO,

SPRING

Begins August

1901 .

27,

WINTER

Begins March

T ERM,

Closes June

I2.

. Closes November

20 .

1902 .

